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【Feeling the Buddha in the workings of nature…..】
On the morning after my arrival for a temporary visit home, I saw that the Sal
Tree in my garden, having weathered the winter and shed all its leaves, was
still totally bare. I spontaneously called out, saying, “Spring is already in full
bloom! Please realize this soon!”
The very next morning, some tiny, very tiny, leaf buds were starting to appear
on the edge of the branches. And the following morning, as if to acknowledge
my call, soft yellowish green leaves opened their faces to peek out…
“Sal tree, you’re amazing! Thank you.”
Five days have passed since then. It is magnificent to see the yellowish green leaves grow
amazingly larger day-to-day. Also known as the Summer Camellia, the Sal Tree will
henceforward have thick green leaves and by early summer, bear trim and beautiful white
flowers.
しいた ひうお や ま

The other day, NASA made a momentous announcement suggesting new evidence of “alien life”
on Satellite Enceladus of the planet Saturn. It announced that there may be life-supporting
conditions present; this information caused quite a stir. The thought that there may be as-yet。たしまれさ 生 誕にかや健お、で園のーニビンル日８
unseen life is pretty exciting, isn’t it? The female newscasters on the program covering this topic
were happily talking, filled with dreams about the unknown world saying, “Do space aliens
しさ指を地天、れまゆあ歩七に方四、てしそ
exist?...” During this conversation, the idea was also discussed that if aliens are out there, “We
would be the earth family.” So, if life-forms exist on a planet beyond the earth, then there could
also be a Saturn family, or a Mars family. This is developing into a spectacular story. But first,
let us focus on those of us who live on earth.
“The earth family.” That is so true. We, who are fellow riders on this spaceship earth, are part
of the one great life force. And we have been given the one irreplaceable life on “this miraculous
star-earth.” Moreover, this existence is a mysterious and precious life generated from infinite interrelations in the universe and causations immeasurable by human knowledge.
So we are taught…
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However, I think we all experience times in our daily lives that no matter what we do, things do
not go as well as we wish. For example, when you experience trouble with family relations,
anxiety over an evaluation at the workplace, or a breakdown in a relationship with a friend, do
you ever feel like abandoning everything? Was your heart ever broken so badly that you just
wanted to escape? Have you ever felt like you just didn’t care anymore, and then acted
irresponsibly?
I once read a book for psychological counselors, in which the following was mentioned. Does
everyone know about the “broken window theory”? This is a famous theory that was used when
the New York Subway System was made safer for a better quality of life. If we leave a car somewhere with a broken window, it would be viewed as something “that can be treated carelessly
and irresponsibly.” That car would gradually be vandalized and the nearby area would eventually
become unsafe. That is the theory.
For the New York Subway System, this theory was taken as a lesson and authorities did the
exact opposite. That is, they thoroughly cleaned the graffiti and trash. By promoting the
conscious thought, “We need to use this place responsibly with care,” it had become a safer
place.
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When I read this book, I thought of how this theory and the workings of our heart and mind, can be said to be the
same. When everything becomes unmanageable and falls apart in our lives, we are apt to think that nothing matters
at all.
That is, we ourselves become the “broken windows.” Then, with the thought that “it’s already broken anyway,” we
neglect ourselves and become irresponsible. We eventually change to become a “irresponsible, useless self.”
We hope to have the courage to stand still for a moment and reflect; to become clearly aware that we are a Buddha’s
child.
We need to believe that we have been given the nature of the Buddha (buddha nature) precisely because we are the
Buddha’s child. Each of our lives has a precious existence that surpasses anything in this universe, this world.
Please acknowledge and become aware of your own great effort, and that you are trying to do your best to the point
of becoming heartbroken.
The Sal Tree truly stole my heart and I felt the Buddha in the workings of nature. I also experienced a moment when
I felt the oneness of Buddha’s life and my own.
Wouldn’t you also like to enjoy what the spring season offers? Let us all sing praises to spring.
Gassho
New York Center Minister
Etsuko Fujita

Topics
Since January, we have been holding basic Buddhism study sessions for working Japanese women, naming this
group, Jyoshi-kai. Both members and non-members have been finding the time to participate amidst their busy
schedules. In the last session, we learned about “The Four Noble Truths.” This Dharma systematically teaches “how
to resolve suffering.”
Having received the role of lecturer, I applied this teaching to contemplate how I should view the “suffering” I was
experiencing at the time.
When I looked directly at my suffering, all the pain and anger would bubble up, and my wish to avoid and escape
from my suffering would surface. However, to do so would not lead me to find liberation from the suffering. I tried
to accept as is, “when these things occur, I get angry.”
Then, I looked deeper and asked myself, why am I feeling angry? Eventually, I started to realize that feeling that
“things are not going as I wish” was itself the root cause of my suffering.
Then, I asked myself what I should practice to extinguish that suffering. When my mind was still
confused and I was feeling sad, I suddenly remembered my daily tedori practice (the practice of
reaching out). I recalled the efforts I have been making to listen deeply to the other person and to
revere their buddha nature. “Oh yes! At times like this, let me remember to revere my own buddha
nature! Let me acknowledge my own efforts!” At that very moment I had this thought, the fog in
my mind instantly disappeared, and everything in front of me quickly became brighter. I was so
happy, tears welled up in my eyes. I was liberated from everything that had been confining me,
and I even felt as if I were in heaven.
I actually felt, this is the state of extinction (nirvana is quiescence).
Thanks to my day-to-day practice of “tedori,” I was able to experience what we have been taught:
“It is important to recognize our own buddha nature and to be grateful.”
It was a splendid learning experience.
Administrative Director Yuri Sugino

4/8 Buddha’s Birthday
Ceremony
4/2 RKNY
Annual Meeting

4/6 UUA panel discussion on
Glabal Disarmament
Greeting Words by Rev.Fujita

4/8 Kyoten Study Session
Chap 20 “Bodhisattva Never Despise”
Lecturer: James Lynch

4/18 Jyoshi’-kai
Basic Buddhism
Study Session
(Four Noble Truths)
Lecturer: Yuri Sugino
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

9AM
First Day of the
Month Service

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza
2-4PM

9AM
Memorial Svc for
Founder
10AM
Hoza

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

Closed:
Dharma
Practices
at home

11

12

13

9AM Sutra
Recitation

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

18

19

9AM Sutra
Recitation

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

Area Leaders’

Meeting

7

8

1PM
Sunday Service
Study Session

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

14

15

1PM
Sunday Service
President's Dharma
Guidance

9AM
The Eternal
Buddha
Shakyamuni Day

9

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM
Discuss about
member’s education

10

9AM Memorial
9AM Sutra
Service for
Recitation
Cofounder
10AM-5PM
10AM
Steering
Monthly
Committee/
Memorial Service
Missionary

16
9AM
Special Prayer
10AM Hoza
Area Leaders’

Meeting

17
9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM
Reach out
day

Minister
WEB Meeting

21

22

23

1PM

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

Memorial Service
for People of
America

28
Ｃｌｏｓｅｄ

29
Closed

Memorial Day

30
9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM Hoza

24
9AM Sutra
Recitation
10AM
Young mothers’
meeting

31
9AM
Special Prayer
10AM
Lotus Sutra study
in Japanese

Closed:
Dharma
Practices
at home

20

Closed:
Dharma
Practices
at home

25

26

27

9AM Sutra
Recitation

9AM Sutra
Recitation

6:30pm
Jyoshi-kai

10AM
Traffic Safety
Service

Closed:
Dharma
Practices
at home

